Abstract
The State of Research on Storytelling and Discourse of Mass Media Communication Towards a Business Communication Model of Applied Storytelling in

Manangement
The sentence 'Your story is told, your Issue is handled' ('Tua Fabula Narratur, Tua Res Agitur.') refers to the relation between storytelling and activity. It described the relationship between storytelling in corporate business and the enterprises and activities of a business.
We use here the expression myth of social activity to describe the function of storytelling in business communication. Storytelling is here used to involve the consumer in social actions of a reality that presents a product or business as a positive asset in a positive surrounding created by the company and promoted through marketing, public relations, and advertising.
Entering this created 'world of assets' is for the consumer possible, when consuming the product or using the service offered. In the following chapters we will present a theory and study examples of the application of storytelling in business communication. The 'age of mediated orality' is a phrase we use to describe the 21 st century with its availability of hyper media that allow instant communication nearly with the same flow and fastness like in storytelling in a real oral communicative exchange.
Nerone wrote in the article Narrative News Story in The International Encyclopedia of
Communication about the oral tradition as earliest form of the distribution of news:
"The term "narrative news story" refers most broadly to any sort of nonfiction storytelling, but more specifically to a news story that begins with an anecdote rather than a summary lead and then is organized in temporal sequence rather than either by inverted pyramid style or analytically." (Nerone)
On the U.S. American website Creating the 21st Century in the article Storytelling: Passport to Success in the 21st Century initiated by the museum-based continuing education program of the Smithsonian Associates was written: "Why is there a resurgence of interest among today's business and organizational leaders in the ancient art of storytelling at a time when electronic communications might seem to make it obsolete? Human beings have been communicating with each other through storytelling since we lived in caves and sat around campfires exchanging tales. What is new today about the art of telling stories is the purposeful use of narrative to achieve a practical outcome with an individual, a community, or an organization. (Creating the 21 st Century) Schwartz (2004) discusses the role of listening and storytelling in business and government communication. Terez (2002: 22) focuses on the application of storytelling in business and employee management. Kahan (2001: 26) focuses on the use of storytelling in managing an organization for knowledge sharing. Hart (2011) in his article presents suggestions to authors of narrative nonfiction for writing dialogue that does not violate journalism ethics. Timbs (2003: 24) in Storytelling Key to Good Journalism emphasized the importance of the storytelling element of journalism. Giles (2004: 8) discussed storytelling as a form of narrative journalism. Schwartz (2004) discusses the role of listening and storytelling in business and government communication. Terez (2002) In fact the press refers to the articles they write as stories.
Here are 4 things you need to give the press to help them tell your story:
Storytelling as Professional Communication in Journalism
In her 
Storytelling as Professional Communication in Marketing and Public
Relations
In Narrative storytelling elements of the website of Tschibo include the segmentation into weekly changing offers, which derive all from one topic, the items are placed in a story, which is visually told using one or two models. The concept of 'my world' is here used to connect the customers with the products. Tschibo used the same models for a theme all products are related to. The products of the week are presented in motion on photographs with the models in a special setting and isolated as items with a description. The length of one website telling one story can be long and supports this way the narrative construction. the expertise in house to provide you with that striking website but also to ensure it ranks highly in search engines; to offer you a targeted email campaigns, but also to boost your brand profile through social media marketing." (Adams Creative) This company uses a French Bulldog as an icon for the company, which contributes to the brand identity. This dog is also described in a personification: "He's as stubborn as, well... a French bulldog. So Louis wants to be more than just our 'poster boy'. Fair enough we thought; it's about time he took his career to a new level. We've set him a new challenge and it's a bit out of his comfort zone. Will he embrace his new role or revert back to pouting for the camera? Only time will tell. We'll fill you in soon so make sure you check your emails to find out what he's up to."
(Adams Creative)
The Narration as an Element of Persuasion and as a Feature of Storytelling in the Mass Media Management
The narration (narratio) has its systematic place in arts and sciences in the rhetorical system.
Here it is the part of a speech in which is told what happened. Schmid wrote an introductory work with the title Narratology: An Introduction about narratology (Schmid 2010) . Kearns wrote about narratology from the perspective of narration in Rhetorical Narratology (Kearns 1999 ). Abbott's definition of narrativity states: "Though it has become a contested term, "narrativity" is still commonly used in two senses: in a fixed sense as the "narrativeness" of narrative and in a scalar sense as the "narrativeness" of a narrative, the one applied generally to the concept of narrative, the other applied comparatively to particular narratives. As such, it can be aligned with any number of modal pairings: e.g. the lyricism of the lyric/a lyric; the descriptiveness of description/a description." (Abbot) We can distinguish the following text types:
Existence, Presence Narration Movement
Illustration 6 -Functions of Text Types
The science of naratology was described by Schmid (Schmid 2010 and jurists discuss free speech, they focus on a broader freedom to communicate, rather than on the narrow right to speak orally. Therefore, "freedom of speech," "freedom of expression," "freedom of the press," and "freedom of information" are often used interchangeably. Freedom of speech, under the US constitution, refers to the right to publish -that is, to write, speak, print, or broadcast information without censorship by the state."
(The International Encyclopedia of Communication)
Myth hides nothing and flaunts nothing: it distorts; myth is neither a lie nor a confession: it is an inflection. Placed before the dilemma which I mentioned a moment ago, myth finds a third way out. Threatened with disappearance if it yields to either of the first two types of focusing, it gets out of this tight spot thanks to a compromise -it is this compromise." Modern management assumes that values are besides business objectives a part of a successful business. Unluckily, a product, be it a car or bet it a drink, does not possess any emotional or ethical values on its own. As a genuine product, a car per se, the values can derived from general qualities such as speed in the case of the car or from specific brand qualities like special production quality of the company. In other words: Any value that is not part of the product must be created. Creative professionals create such values and professional business communicators distribute the values. The values created and distributed must serve the aims and goals of the management. Storytelling is here a tool of business communication that serve management goals and aims that obvious cannot be communicated by the product on its own. The variety and redundancy of products from one genuine generic field, e.g. cars of different branches, makes it desirable that a branded product distinguishes itself from the other products. Here obviously a 'world' of the product is created, which serves needs and desires of a human. In other words expressed: The
